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Abstract

In a wireless sensor and actor network (WSAN), a group
of sensors and actors are geographically distributed and
linked by wireless networks. Sensors gather information
sensed for an event in the physical world and send them
to actors. Actors perform appropriate actions on actuation
devices by making a decision on receipt of sensed informa-
tion from sensors. Sensors are low cost, low powered de-
vices with limited energy, computation, and wireless com-
munication capabilities. Sensors may not only stop by fault
but also suffer from arbitrary faults. Furthermore, wireless
communication is less reliable due to noise and shortage of
power of sensors. Reliable real time communication among
sensors, actors, and actuation devices, is required in WSAN
applications. We newly propose a multi-actor/multi-sensor
(MAMS) model. In addition, multiple actors may perform
actions on receipt of sensed information. Multiple redun-
dant execution of an action on each device have to be pre-
vented and conflicting actions on each device from multiple
actors have to be serialized. In this paper, we discuss how to
make WSAN reliable and available and how to reliably and
non-redundantly perform actions with realtime constraints.

1. Introduction

A wireless sensor and actor network (WSAN) is a col-
lection of sensors, actors and, actuation devices linked by
wireless medium to perform distributed sensoring and act-
ing tasks [1, 2, 12]. Sensors gather information about phys-
ical world. Actors are capable of making a decision on ac-
tions and perform appropriate actions for information gath-
ered by sensors. There are many discussions on how to reli-
ably and efficiently broadcast messages among sensors and
actors [5, 12]. WSAN is one of the most significant tech-
nologies to realize ubiquitous societies [1, 2, 17].

Sensors are low-cost, low-power devices which are

equipped with limited energy, computation, and wireless
communication capabilities. Sensors may stop, even mal-
function [10] due to the out-of-charge and fluctuation of
observed phenomena in the physical world. In addition,
the wireless communication between sensors and actors is
less reliable. We propose a novel multi-actor/multi-sensor
(MAMS) model where each sensor sends sensed informa-
tion to multiple actors and an actor receives sensed infor-
mations on a same event from multiple sensors in order
to be tolerant of faults of sensors and wireless networks.
Even if some sensors are faulty and messages are lost in the
wireless link, each actor can receive proper sensed informa-
tion from the other proper sensors. If sensors are arbitrar-
ily faulty [10], an actor takes the majority-based decision
on sensed information from multiple sensors. If multiple
actors receive the same sensed information, the same ac-
tion may be performed multiple times by the actors even
if the action should be performed only once for the sensed
information. On receipt of sensed information from sen-
sors, an actor makes a decision on what action to be per-
formed on devices. In distributed systems where multiple
peer processes are cooperating, the processes are required
to be causally delivered to the processes [16, 4, 11, 9]. We
discuss how to order sensed information received from sen-
sors and actions performed by each actor. In addition, each
event in the physical world is characterized by properties
like temperature and location. Different sensors may col-
lect properties of an event different from each other. Here,
we define Quality of Event (QoE) to be properties of event.
It depends on observed QoE of events how to order events.
We discuss how to order events and actions by considering
QoE of events.

In section 2, we present a system model of WSAN. In
section 3, we discuss how to make sensors and sensor-actor
communications fault-tolerant. In section 4, we discuss how
actors reliably and non-redundantly perform actions in an
event area.
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2. System Model

2.1. Sensors and actors

A wireless sensor and actor network (WSAN) is com-
posed of sensors, actors, and actuation devices intercon-
nected with wireless medium [1, 2, 12]. Let S be a set of
sensors, A be a set of actors, and O be a set of actuation
devices in WSAN.

Phenomena in the physical world is changed by events.
Each event is characterized in attributes like temperature
and location. Let Ω be a set of all the attributes. Let Ω(e)
show a scheme of an event e which is a set of attributes of
the event e. An event e is represented as a collection of val-
ues of attributes. Here, e.a shows a value of an attribute a

of an event e. If an event occurs in some location of the
physical world, sensors in some distance from the location
gather values of some attributes of the event. An event area
is a geographical unit of WSAN. A WSAN W is partitioned
into event areas W1, · · · , Wm (m ≥ 1). Each event area Wi

is composed of sensors, actors, and actuation devices. Si,
Ai, and Oi show sets of sensors, actors, and devices in an
event area Wi. Sensors in Si gather physical phenomena
of events occurring in an event area Wi. Then, the sensors
send to sensed information to actors in Ai. The actors per-
form actions on actuation devices in Oi.

A type of a sensor is a subset of the attributes. Let Ω(s)
be a type of a sensor s, i.e. a collection of attributes (Ω(s)
⊆ Ω). e[s] shows information on an event e which a sensor
s gathers. Multiple sensors sense a same event e in an event
area. Then, the sensor s sends the sensed information e[s]
of the event e to actors in the event area. Figure 1 shows the
relations of sensors, actors, and actuation device objects.

event

sensed
information action(method)

physical
world

actuation device
object

actorsensor

s a

o

Figure 1. Sensor, actor, and device object.

2.2. Multi-actor/multi-sensor (MAMS)
model

In the single-actor (SA) model [1], all the sensors in an
event area send sensed information to one actor [Figure 2].
Here, the actor can be a single point of failure. On the
other hand, in the multi-actor (MA) model [1], each sen-
sor sends sensed information to one actor but some pair of
sensors in an event area may send sensed information of an
event to different actors. In order for each actor to make

the decision, more number of sensors are required. In the
SA and MA models, each sensor sends sensed information
to one actor in each event area. In this paper, we propose a
multi-actor/multi-sensor (MAMS) model to realize the fault-
tolerant WSAN. Each sensor sends sensed information to
multiple actors and each actor receives sensed information
from multiple sensors in an event area [Figure 3].

MA model

event area

SA model

Figure 2. SA and MA models.
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Figure 3. Multi-actor/multi-sensor (MAMS)
model
Each sensor broadcasts a message of sensed information

in wireless medium. An area where each sensor can deliver
a message with wireless medium is referred to as broadcast
cell. Durresi et al. [5] discuss how to distribute sensors in
a area so that every event to occur can be sensed by some
number of sensors.

2.3. Object-based actions

An actuation device is modeled to be an object in this
paper. An action is modeled to be the execution of a method
on an object. On receipt of a method issued by an actor, the
method is performed on an actuation device object.

Let op(s) show the result obtained by performing a
method op on a state s of the world. Here, let op1 and op2

be a pair of methods of an object o. Let op1 ◦ op2 show a
serial execution of methods op1 and op2 on an object o. Let
op1 ‖ op2 denote a parallel execution of methods op1 and
op2 on an object o. A method op1 is referred to as equiva-
lent with another method op2 (op1 ≡ op2) iff the result ob-
tained by performing op1 on every state is the same as op2.
φ shows a null method which does nothing on the object o.
There are following relations among a pair of methods op1

and op2 of an object o:

1. op1 and op2 conflict with one another if and only if
(iff) op1 ◦ op2(s) �= op2 ◦ op1(s) for some state s.
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2. op1 and op2 are compatible (or do not conflict) iff op1◦
op2(s) = op2 ◦ op1(s) for every state s.

3. op2 absorbs op1 iff op1◦op2(s) = op2(s) for every state
s.

4. op1 is compensated by op2 iff op1◦op2(s) = s for every
state s.

5. op1 is idempotent if op1(s) = op1 ◦ op1(s) for every
state s.

At most one method can be performed at a time on a
type of an actuation device object. This type of device is
referred to as sequential object. On the other hand, a device
object is referred to as concurrent object if and only if (iff)
multiple methods can be in parallel performed on the object.
The execution of some method is not assumed to be atomic
since it take a longer time to perform the method. That is,
the execution of a method may be interrupted.

3. Fault-Tolerant Sensors

3.1. Types of faults

A pair of sensors may collect different values for an
event due to sensor errors. That is, e[si] �= e[sj] for an
event e and some pair of sensors si and sj in an event area.
Even if e[si] �= e[sj], e[si] and e[sj] are equivalent with
respect to the quality of event (QoE) (e[si] ≡ e[sj]) if QoE
of sensed values e[si] and e[sj] are considered to be the
same from the application point of view. An actor a col-
lects sensed values e[si], · · ·, e[sl] from sensors s1, · · ·, sl

in an event area. Here, the actor a first takes the median v

of the values. If |v - e[si]| ≤ μ for some constant μ, e[si]
is considered to be proper. μ is decided for attributes in an
application. Here, a pair of sensed information e[si] and
e[sj] are equivalent iff e[si] and e[sj] are proper. Other-
wise, e[si] and e[sj] are different. If a sensor si shows a
non-proper value e[si], an actor a considers si to be faulty.
Thus, sensors not only stop by fault but also show arbitrary
fault.

Since actors are higher-cost devices with enough energy
and computation capability. Actors are reasonably assumed
to only stop by fault in this paper. That is, an operational ac-
tor is always proper. In addition, we assume actors are com-
municating with each other by using highly reliable com-
munication links. We also assume actuation device objects
and communication links among actors and objects to be
reliable.

In summary, we make the following assumptions on
faults to occur in WSAN:

1. A sensor may be arbitrarily faulty. That is, a sen-
sor may not send a message for an event, may send
a different value from other sensors to actors for some

event, and may send a message even if an event does
not occur in an event area.

2. An actor may only stop by fault.
3. An actuation device object is reliable.
4. Omission faults occur in communication between sen-

sors and actors, i.e. messages may be lost.
5. Actors reliably communicate with each other. Actors

also reliably communicate with device objects.

We discuss how to increase the reliability of sensors and
sensor-actor communication in this paper.

3.2. Fault-tolerant sensors

We assume every pair of proper sensor s sends equivalent
sensed value s for an event e to actors in an event area. We
assume that at most fsi sensors out of li sensors si1, · · ·, sili

are faulty in an event area Wi. There are mi (> 1) actors
ai1, · · · , aimi

in an event area Wi.
An actor has to detect faulty sensors. Let tik[e] show

global time when a sensor sik senses an event e in an event
area Wi. Let risk[e] be global time when an actor ais re-
ceives a message of an event e from a sensor sik . Here, we
make the following assumptions in each event area Wi:

1. For every pair of proper sensors sik and sih in an event
area, |tik[e] - tih[e]| ≤ αi if an event e occurs in an
event area Wi.

2. |risk[e] - rish[e]| ≤ βi if an actor ais receives mes-
sages of sensed information of an event e from a pair
of proper sensors sik and sih.

Here, αi and βi are constants on an event area Wi.
αi shows time difference between a pair of sensors which
sensed an event. We assume at most one event occurs for
every αi time units in Wi. The constant βi is given by
the constant αi and the maximum difference τi of delay
time from a sensor to an action in an event area Wi. If
|rish[e]−risk[e]| ≤ βi, the actor ais is referred to as si-
multaneously receive sensed information e[sik] and e[sih]
from a pair of the sensors sik and sih, respectively. Hence,
βi is minimum time deference which an actor can recog-
nize a pair of different events. In this paper, each actor is
assumed to be synchronized with a global clock. For exam-
ple, a clock in each actor is synchronized with a GPS time
server in NTP (network time protocol) [13].

An actor ait detects a sensor sik to be faulty in an event
area Wi as follows:

1. If an actor ais does not receive any message from a
sensor sik for βi time units since ais received the first
message from some sensor, ais considers sik to be
faulty.

2. An actor ais collects sensed values from sensors since
ais take proper values our of the values, from the sen-
sors. If the proper values are majority in a set of the
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Figure 4. Event in an event area Wi.

sensed values, the actor ais takes the average value v

of the proper values. Here, ais considers a sensor sik

to be faulty if sik sends a non-proper value v′.

If each actor ais receives sensed information from more
than 2fsi + 1 sensors, at most fsi sensors are faulty and at
least fsi + 1 sensors are proper. Hence, ais takes the ma-
jority proper value of the sensed values sent by the sensors
[Figure 5].

si1

ais

sil1

event area Wi

m ≥ 2fsi + 1

Figure 5. Communication from sensors to an
actor.

4. Actors

4.1. Multiple instances of an action

In the MAMS model, each of actors ai1, · · · , aimi
re-

ceives sensed value of an event e from multiple sensors si1,
· · ·, sili in the event area Wi. Suppose that a method op is
to be performed on an actuation device object o in the event
area for an event e. If each actor ais makes a decision on
the method op and performs op, op is mi(≥ 1) times per-
formed on the object o. Here, the state of the object o may
get inconsistent. The redundant invocation of a method by
multiple actors have to be resolved.

There are actor-side and object-side approaches to re-
alizing the unique execution of a method on an actuation
device object. In the actor-side approach, only one method
is issued to an object from multiple actors. On receipt of a
method, the method is just performed on the objects. In one
way, the actors cooperate with each other to make consen-
sus on which actor to issue a method to an object o. Then,

only the selected actor issues the method while the other ac-
tors do not issue the method to the object o. It takes time to
exchange messages among the actors.

In the object-side approach, an actuation device object o

takes a method op only once even if each of multiple actors
sends the method to the object. Each of the actors issues a
method op to an object o. Each instance opis of a method op

issued by an actor ais is identified in a pair of method type
op and time tis when ais receives an event. Here, a pair
of identifiers 〈op, tis〉 and 〈op′, tit〉 of instances opis and
opit, respectively, are referred to as temporarily equivalent
(opis

∼= opit) iff op = op′ and |tis − tit| ≤ αi. An object
o considers a method opit to be redundant. On each device
object, each method can be only once performed even if
multiple actors send instances of the method to the device
object.

4.2. Synchronization of multiple actors

Next, suppose a pair of events e1 and e2 occur in an event
area Wi. An actor a1 receives sensed information of the
event e1 and another actor a2 receives sensed information
of the event e2. The actor a1 issues a pair of the methods
op11 and op12 to the objects o1 and o2, respectively, and
the actor a2 issues op21 and op22 to the objects o1 and o2,
respectively, as shown in Figure 6. A pair of the methods
op11 and op21 are performed on the object o1 and a pair of
op12 and op22 are performed on o2. Here, suppose a pair of
methods op11 and op21 conflict on the object o1 as well as a
pair of op12 and op22 conflict on o2. Here, the serializability
[3] is required.

a1 a2

op11

o2o1

op21

op12

op22

Figure 6. Serializability.

In order to realize the serializability, objects are locked
before methods are performed on the object in one way [3,
6]. If an object is locked by another method conflicting with
a method op, op is kept waiting until the lock is released. In
another way, method requests are timestamped in each actor
[3]. Here, every pair of conflicting methods are performed
in the time-stamp order.

Actuation device objects are classified into a pair of
types: synchronous and non-synchronous types of object. A
synchronous object supports some synchronization mech-
anisms. One type of synchronous object is a locking type
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which supports the strict two phase locking (2PL) protocol
[6]. Here, if lock and unlock methods are supported by the
object. An actor issues a lock request to an object before
issuing a method. The method is performed on the object if
the object is locked. Another synchronization type of an ob-
ject is a TO (timestamp ordering) [3] object. An actor issues
a method op to an object o. Here, the method op is given
timestamp ts(op) by the actor. Here, op is sent to the TO
scheduler of the object o. In the TO scheduler, every pair of
conflicting methods op1 and op2 are ordered in the times-
tamp order. That, op1 precedes op2 if ts(op1) < ts(op2).
Then, the TO scheduler delivers methods to the object in
the timestamp ordering.

A non-synchronous object does not support any synchro-
nization mechanism. An actuation device object normally
does not support any synchronization mechanism. Hence,
actors are required to issue synchronously conflicting meth-
ods with each other. Here, an actor is assumed to communi-
cate with sensors and the other actors by using the wireless
medium in an event area Wi. An actor ais sends a request
message of a method op with the timestamp ts(op) to an
object by broadcasting the message in an event area. Every
actor selects one actor whose timestamp is the minimum.
Then, the selected actor whose timestamp is the minimum
sends the method op to the object. If actors are assumed
to be arbitrarily faulty each actor takes the majority-based
decision as discussed in the sensor’s faults.

5. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we discussed how to make a wireless sen-
sor and actor network (WSAN) fault-tolerant. A WSAN is
composed of event areas. Each event area is composed of
sensors, actors, and actuation device objects. Each sensor
communicates with multiple actors and each actor receives
sensed information from multiple sensors by using the wire-
less communication medium. This is the multi-actor/multi-
sensor (MAMS) model which we proposed to make WSAN
fault-tolerant in this paper. An actor makes a decision on
what method. Sensors are less reliable and may be arbitrar-
ily faulty, due to low-energy, low cost devices. Actors are
assumed to only stop by fault. We discussed fault-tolerant
sensor-actor and actor-actor communication protocols. The
protocols are based on the physical time. In addition, multi-
ple actors issue method requests to an object in the MAMS
model. We discussed how to realize the reliable and non-
redundant execution of a method on an object.
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